
Carnegie Mellon University

15-826 – Multimedia Databases and Data Mining

Fall 2012, C. Faloutsos

Homework 3, Due Date: Nov 20th, at noon

Reminders

• Deposit your work in Blackboard - see ’What to turn in’ instructions.
• All homeworks are to be done INDIVIDUALLY.
• Before you begin, download the following two files:

1. The handin file, a tar-file that acts as a template for your submission.

2. The data directory, which contains all the necessary data you will need for the
homework.

• Expected effort for this homework (approximate times):

– Q1: 2-4 hours
– Q2: 1-3 hours
– Q3: 2-4 hours
– Q4: 1 hour

• The contact TA for this homework is Robert Fisher (rwfisher@cs.cmu.edu).

What to turn in: You will submit all of your work to the Blackboard system in a com-
pressed file titled handin. This file should contain your code, as well as a PDF document
entitled report.pdf. You will find more detail about what should be submitted for each
question with the problem definitions below.

Q1 – Hadoop [40pts]

Problem Description: We will be deploying Hadoop to derive statistics from two datasets,
shakespeare.txt1 and patents.txt, available from the course website alongside this home-
work.

• The file shakespeare.txt contains the complete works of Shakespeare, with one sen-
tence per line. All punctuation has been stripped from this text file. The words are
separated with white space, and each line ends with a newline character. Each line
begins with one or more pieces of white space.

• The file patents.txt contains an edge list for a directed graph, representing a subset
of the patents graph used in homework 2.

1Acknowledgements due to Project Gutenberg for this text.
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Set up: For this question, you will be using Apache Hadoop, an open-source distributed
computing framework2. As part of the Hadoop installation, you will also need to make
certain that you have the Java JVM installed on your machine.

Implementation Details: We want to implement the following tasks:

1. [5 pt] Word count: Deploy a Hadoop program to count the number of times each
unique word appears in shakespeare.txt You may use the WordCount example
program included with the Hadoop distribution (http://wiki.apache.org/hadoop/
WordCount).

2. [5 pt] Unique sentence word count: Modify the WordCount code to count the number
of unique sentences that a word occurs in within shakespeare.txt. For example, the
following input should correspond to the following output:

Input
see lola run
run lola run

Output
Key Value
lola 2
run 2
see 1

3. [15 pt] Word co-occurrence: Write a MapReduce to count the number of times every
pair of words co-occurs within a sentence in shakespeare.txt. As an example, your
program should produce the following output when given the following input.

Input
run lola run

run lola

Output
Key Value

(lola, run) 3
(run, run) 1

4. [15 pt] Graph Node Degrees: You are given a text file patents.txt, which contains an
edge list for a directed graph. Every line in the file contains two numbers, separated by
white space. These two numbers are the node IDs incident to an edge, and the second
number is the destination. The following is an example of a possible input.

2Hadoop can be downloaded from http://hadoop.apache.org/releases.html
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source destination
1 2

Example patents.txt

1 2

Example graph

Your goal is to write a MapReduce program that counts the in-degree of every node.
The keys of your output should be the node ID, and the value should be in the in-
degree of that node. Nodes with 0 in-degree can be ignored. For the example given
above, the output should be:

Output
Key Value

2 1

What to turn in:

1. All the related source code.
2. A makefile, such that when make is run, it generates four output text files: output1.txt,

output2.txt, output3.txt, and output4.txt. These four output files should con-
tain all key-value pairs produced by your program, sorted lexicographically by key.

For your information:

• When we run your code, the two input files, shakespeare.txt and patents.txt, will
be located in the same directory as your code.

• For all four sub-problems related to question 1, you should also sort the output of your
MapReduce by value, and your report.pdf file should contain the 10 largest key-value
pairs according to value. You should break ties by sorting lexicographically by key.

Q2 – Digital Signal Processing [30pts]

Set up: You may use Matlab or R for this problem. Both are installed on the linux andrew
machines; if you want to install Matlab on your own machine, see http://www.cmu.edu/

computing/software/all/matlab/ for installation instructions.
R is open-source, available at http://www.r-project.org.
Some parts to this question may require third-party packages to be installed. Links to
recommended packages are available in the course lecture slides.
The data for this question is somewhat large. If you are using Matlab, be sure to use the
‘load ’ function to import data.
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Implementation Details:

1. [10 pt] Speaker Identification: The file speakers.txt contains a matrix in which each
row represents an audio signal of a different individual reading from a newspaper. There
are four rows corresponding to four different speakers. The file unknown speaker.txt

contains another audio signal, which is a different speech sample from one of the four
speakers in speakers.txt. Your job is to determine which speaker is recorded in
unknown speaker.txt.
To accomplish this, run a Fast Fourier Transform on the four known audio signals and
then on the unknown audio signal. Use Euclidean distance on the vectors containing
the magnitudes of the Fourier coefficients to measure the similarity of the speakers.
Hint: If you are using Matlab, you will want to consider using the built-in fft and pdist
functions.

2. [10 pt] Dueling House Parties - blind source separation: Two people, ’Alice’ and
’Bob’, are standing by a pair of houses, one house is owned by a piano teacher, and
the other by a fraternity. Both houses hold parties, and are playing loud music. You
are given two audio signals, which represent the music that each of the two pedestrians
hear. Using these two audio signals (what ’Alice’ hears, and what ’Bob’ hears), recover
the music being played by each of the two houses, and determine what piece of music
each house is playing, among 10 candidate pieces that we provide.
Details: The file mixed signals.txt contains a matrix with two rows, each row rep-
resenting the mixed audio signal that one of the passing pedestrians hears. You are
also given songs.txt, which contains a 10 row matrix, which each row containing a
different piece of music.
Hint: The hard part is to use an algorithm discussed in class, to recover the two pieces of
music contained in mixed signals.txt. The easy part is to find the ’nearest neighbor’
for each of the 2 sources, among the 10 provided candidate songs. We recommend you
use the cosine distance (1−[cosine similarity]).
Even more details: Let S1 and S2 denote the two source signals, that is, the audio
signal from the piano teacher’s house, and from the frat house, respectively. Then,
’Alice’ and ’Bob’ hear Mix1 and Mix2 respectively, which are linear combinations of
the two source signals. Specifically, they obey the following formulas:

Mix1(t) = w11 · S1(t) + w12 · S2(t)

Mix2(t) = w21 · S1(t) + w22 · S2(t)

In those equations, wij represent the unknown, real-valued mixing coefficients.
Hint: If you wish to verify your results by ear, you can play any of these pieces of music
in Matlab using the soundsc function. All songs are encoded at 44100 Hz.

3. [10 pt] Network Virus Traffic: The text file traffic.txt contains a signal with 1,000
time-steps, recording the network traffic of a computer over a one hour period. The
traffic is bursty, with a few large peaks representing user activity. We are told that
the machine is infected with spyware, with near constant, low activity (say, 50, or 200
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packets per unit time), for a long duration. We don’t know the level of virus activity,
nor the starting or ending point. You have to find out the (approximate) starting and
ending point of the virus activity.
Hint: Use wavelets (eg., the Haar Wavelet transform). Eyeball the time-frequency
tiling, looking for the signature of a plateau, as we discussed in the lecture foils.
We recommend that you use a high-contrast color scheme in your time-
frequency tiling plot
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Plot of traffic.txt

Hint: If you are using Matlab with the Wavelet toolbox installed, the command
‘wavemenu’ will provide you with an interactive GUI you can use to analyze the signal.

What to turn in:

1. For problem 2.1, your written report should contain the following:

• You will find the distance of the Fourier coefficient vectors from the unknown
speaker to the four known speakers. Your report should contain the minimum
distance between the Fourier coefficients, and which known speaker realizes this
minimum distance.

• Based on those distances, submit your guess (speaker 1-4) in report.pdf as to
which speaker is recorded in the file unknown speaker.txt.

2. For problem 2.2, your written report should contain the following:

• The mixing coefficients, w11, w12, w21, and w22 that were used to construct the
signals in mixed signals.txt.

• For the two signals you have recovered (say, Ŝ1(t) and Ŝ2(t)), report their nearest
neighbors (row number, of the file songs.txt, that contain the 10 candidate
signals), as well as the minimum cosine distance (Ŝ1(t) from its nearest neighbor,
and ditto for Ŝ2(t)).
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3. For problem 2.3,

• turn in the plot with the time-frequency tiling, showing the (Haar) wavelet coef-
ficients.

• Where is the virus traffic? (a) Give your estimate for the starting and ending
time-stamp. (b) Briefly describe which phenomenon in the wavelet coefficients
you believe corresponds to the virus traffic.

Q3 – Latent Semantic Indexing [30pts]

Problem Description: You have been given 5 text files: d1.txt, d2.txt, d3.txt,

d4.txt, and d5.txt. These files have undergone some pre-processing to remove punctuation
and capitalization.
We will deploy Latent Semantic Indexing on these files to try to cluster them into groups.

Set up: We recommend using Matlab or R; they both have SVD.

Implementation Details:

1. [10 pt] Construct a document-term matrix for these 5 files. (Each row is a document;
each column is a vocabulary word; the matrix element ai,j at row i and column j
gives the number of times that word j appears anywhere in document i. Hint: These
documents may include newline characters or tabs, so we recommend using a language
with some built-in parsing capability, such as the fstream objects in C++.

2. [20 pt] Run SVD on the term-document matrix you produced and observe the re-
sulting decomposition. Give the document-to-concept matrix (U matrix). Do you see
an obvious grouping of documents into concepts? Does this grouping agree with your
intuition? How many clusters are there?

3. [10 pt] Using your SVD decomposition, find a way to project these 5 text files into
2-dimensional space and plot the documents in the resulting space. Annotate this plot
to show the manner in which you think the documents should be clustered.

What to turn in:

1. In your report.pdf file, include your annotated plot of the 2-dimensional embedding
(Q3.3).

2. Submit your document-to-concept similarity matrix (the U matrix) that was produced
by SVD.

3. From the U matrix, explain briefly how many clusters are in U , and which document
belongs to which concept.
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Q4 – Tensors [10pts]

Problem Description: The text file, tensor.txt, contains a tensor representing viewing
habits of group of people in an online streaming video service, over a one week period. There
are 8 different viewers, and 6 different videos in the tensor. The entry xi,j,k in the tensor at
coordinates (i, j, k) has value 1 if person i watched video j on day k. This entry have value
0 otherwise.

Set up: Use Matlab or R for this problem. The Matlab Tensor Toolbox is available at
http://www.sandia.gov/~tgkolda/TensorToolbox/. R users may use the tensor and
PTak packages.

What to turn in:

1. Run the parafac algorithm on the provided input, and include the decomposition you
get, in report.pdf.
Hint: You will need to reshape the 8 × 42 matrix contained in tensor.txt into an
8× 6× 7 tensor.

2. Based on the results of this algorithm, indicate in your report which users/products/timestamps
belong to each ’concept’
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